Dear Team Leader and Fellow Teachers,
If your students are running a gardening program or are studying life cycles, our program can be a relevant and
exciting learning experience. For elementary schools we do shows geared from preschool to sixth grade. It is
never too early to introduce children to the wonder of nature. We hope our program will help to foster a life‐long
love of creatures, and in turn, create nurturers of our environment.
Show Description: During our interactive show we will discuss bees in history, pollination, honey production,
honey harvesting, reproduction, bee safety, physical aspects of bees and the health benefits of honey, all in a lively
and entertaining way. The lecture is accompanied by a brilliant slide show including detailed photos of the bees,
film clips of the queen and Jer working in the hive and more. Students love our puppets Henrietta the New Bee
and Beatrice the Older Sister Bee, who explore the many jobs of a worker bee, and end their performance with the
bee dance! Live bees including the queen, frames of sweet smelling honeycomb are brought for the children’s
inspection. Each student will receive a honey stick and their own activity book.
The show can be conducted in a classroom, or in the school’s library or multipurpose room.
Please allow 60 minutes per show not including seating and dismissal; 40+ minutes lecture and last 15 minutes to
see the live queen and worker bees up close and ask questions.
State Science Standards exemplified in our show and referrals are available on our web site below.
Please check out links to lesson plans on our Educational Resource page.

Discounts For Multiple
Shows On A Single Day
First Show*
Add a second Show*
Third Show*
Fourth Show*
Fifth Show*

Up to 30
students

$275
$400
$500
$575
$625

*Plus travel fee of $1 per mile (one way) based on distance from Elk Grove, CA 95758

A single show price is $295 plus travel.
I hope you will consider having us come to your school and present our fun and educational Bee Show.
Thank you so much for your consideration.
Ellen Johnson and Gerald (Jer) Johnson
Uncle Jer's Traveling Bee Show is a division of Uncle Jer's Cookies, Inc.
(916) 387‐5377
info@bee‐show.com
www.bee‐show.com

